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we love you…you are here…

you have enough intelligence to live your life

you do not need to add more misery

there are so many ways you can bring up your children

or rather do not bring them up

how about those children who have lived fifty years ago

or a hundred years ago…when there was no education

did they look unhealthy ?

their quality of life must have been greater

mystics do not educate their children…they leave them alone

and watch them with great care and understanding

watching the qualities that they are expressing

just helping them along the way little by little

without pushing them…just letting them hang loose…

they do not want to wake up at six in the morning to go to school ?

no need…let them sleep…

i am like that !

do not force your ideas on children

i say…do not bring them up

start becoming a child yourself… 

you will understand what the child really needs

and probably the child will teach you what you need

they will show you what is missing in you…

and do not worry at all

wisdom cannot be pushed into you…

mysticism cannot be given to you in education

they cannot make you an angel of light 

you understand what i am saying ?

it is a vast subject…

it needs deep understanding…

that is why i do not want to go into a long debate

you really want your child to succeed in the world ?

then give him a few guns !!

yes it is necessary…

but while you give education to your children

why not give them a creative education too ?

music…painting…art…pottery…

these evolve the child into deeper inner dimensions of creativity

you cannot sell creativity

but you can sell logic

maths is important…geography…science

coming first in class

all competition…

you need to make your children competitive

always go ahead of the other

do you ever tell your children become a loser ?

do you give him a chocolate because he came last in class ?

you are teaching the child reward and punishment…

stop this day dreaming…

come first in class…

do well…

with this mental education you are destroying the childs innocence

the child is intelligent

let them grow at their pace…

children were put into education at six or seven years of age 

but i just heard that they are being put into school at just five…even at three !

do the parents not want them ?

do they not love them ?

they do not need to stuff rubbish in your head so early

leave them alone till six or seven

feel when they have an urge to understand something

and say…yes…do not worry…it is not so important
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